ON THE CARDS

READING & DISTRICT CIGARETTE CARD &
POSTCARD CLUB
ISSUE No.2 (JANUARY – MARCH 2012)

A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO CARD
COLLECTORS OF DISTINCTION !

EDITORIAL
First of all, I wish you all a healthy and
happy 2012. The postcard I have chosen to
illustrate this brief editorial with captures
that ‘head-in-a-sling’ feeling which some of
you may still be experiencing! I hope that,
once you’ve reconnected with your neurons,
you will be able to attend many of the
interesting club events which have been
planned for the year ahead (see enclosed
programme). Special thanks must go to John
Cahill for efficiently organising these diverse
presentations. We can all look forward to
many insightful evenings to come in 2012.
You have in your hands the second
experimental issue of “On the Cards”; a
mostly black-and-white edition in contrast to the colourful debut issue. As
many postcards are in monochrome, particularly the popular glamour and
typographical varieties, the ‘noir nuances’ and grey grittiness which
characterise these cards will be faithfully preserved! Extra colour pages will,
however, be introduced for special issues of the magazine such as the
annual Rivermead Souvenir Edition.
As well as articles written by Mike Tubb, Lyn Palmer, and Coral Print, this
edition also features a full colour centrespread of photos taken by Liz
Tebbutt at the Christmas AGM in December. As expected, Mike (Card King)
Tubb dominated the proceedings with his multiple awards. His uncanny
knack for unearthing quality archival card treasures based on thematic
content has remained unsurpassed for many years. I was especially pleased
that both he and Josephine won the Brian Eighteen award for their
steadfast and enthusiastic production of the club newsletter. Deservedly so.
Talking of which, fresh contributions are still needed for “On the Cards”
so why not share a card, a thought, a dream, a theme, or a saucy seaside
joke or two? Contributions, however small, will always be warmly
welcome. This is a unique chance for you to share your card collecting
interests with others and make a deeper connection with your fellow club
members. Please be a part of it. THANK YOU. JOHN JJ.
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CHAIRMAN’ REPORT
CORAL PRINT

Happy New Year to you all and I hope that you had a very good
Christmas. The A.G.M. went exceedingly well with Bryan Clark being
elected as Secretary. I feel confident that he will do a great job. Bryan
replaced Geoff who has worked very hard in this role over many years.
Thank you Geoff for all that you have done. This new appointment will,
undoubtedly, ease his workload. My thanks also go to Tony Harden who
stepped down from the committee after previously organising the auction
and helping with the newsletter. John Devaney is now on the committee
with responsibility for “On the Cards”.
The Phil Blow Trophy was presented by Derek Blow to Mike Tubb
for achieving the most One Card Competition wins. He had a grand total of
19 wins with John Cahill in second place with 13 wins. The Brian Eighteen
Award went jointly to Mike and Josephine Tubb for all their work, spanning
four years, producing the newsletter. Unfortunately, Brian wasn't well
enough to attend, so, on his behalf, I had the pleasure of presenting the
shield to Mike. Josephine wasn't able to be there so my congratulations to
her. Presentations were also made to Margaret, Frances and Ken for
providing the enjoyable buffet which all 46 members appreciated. Also, a
presentation was made to Jenny for making all the cups of tea and coffee at
our twice monthly meetings.
Tony organised a very
difficult event dating quiz
which was won by Mike
Tubb. The winners of the
One Card Competition were
Jenny Jerrum (postcards);
Graham Wright (cigarette
card); Verna Palmer (trade);
and
Margaret
Hussey
(ephemera).
They
each
received a bottle of wine.
I look forward to another enjoyable year as we have a very good
programme of events ahead of us. Good hunting to you all.
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CIGARETTE, TRADE, AND POSTCARD COLLECTING
MIKE TUBB

(ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN “THE CUT” vol.1 No.5 May/June 1977; WHITE
WALTHAM/SHOTTESBROOKE PARISH MAGAZINE)

Collecting hobbies have come very much to the fore during the last few
years and few have shown greater increase in interest than cigarette/trade
cards and postcards. For the cartophilist, this is the year (1977) of three
major anniversaries. As well as being the Queen’s Jubilee, it is also the 100 th
anniversary of the first recorded cigarette packet card (or ‘stiffener’ as it
was known in 1877) together with the 50th anniversary of the founding of
the London Cigarette Card Company by the late Colonel C.L. Bagnall.
The main period of cigarette card issues was between 1890 and 1939;
after which, as a result of the outbreak of World War II and the subsequent
shortage of card and newsprint, the cigarette card companies curtailed the
issue of cards. For most boys who spent their childhood during this period,
all they will remember of cigarette cards was trying to obtain them from
any source (be it father, friend, or stranger) in order to play games with at
school. It grieves the hearts of present-day collectors when they think of
cards, now worth anything up to £100 each, being ‘flicked’ in the school
playgrounds and, more often than not, subsequently lost.
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However, many people did collect the cards seriously and, thanks to
them, a fair proportion of the later issues have survived for the present-day
collector. It is those cards issued ten years either side of the turn of the
century which are increasingly hard to find. Many collectors collect only
cards issued before 1918 as the standard of printing and production was
much higher up to that date.
Over 200 cigarette card companies produced cards in Britain alone. Some
companies only produced one series while others, such as W.D. & H.O. Wills
or John Player, produced over 100 sets. Our nearest card issuing company
was Brigham & Company of 107 Broad Street, in Reading, who produced
three series. Two of these series were of sixteen cards with one entitled
“Down the Thames from Henley to Windsor” and the other “Reading
Football Players”. These two sets are very rare and if any reader has any of
these cards in their possession this writer would be very pleased to see
them. The third Reading series, which is catalogued at £10 for three, is
entitled “Tobacco Growing in Hampshire”; depicting scenes of tobacco
being harvested in Hampshire. The advertisement on the cardback for
Brigham & Co.’s Royal Service English Tobacco shows a price of 2/6d (12 ½
pence) for a ¼ lb with postage 2 ½ d (just over one pence) extra – the Good
Old Days!
The ‘Blue Riband’
name of cigarette card
issuers
for
many
collectors is Taddy &
Co. of London. This is
mainly because they
produced
a
fair
number of sets (over
40). All of these cards,
with the exception of
the prominent footballers (of which there are well over 1,300 different
cards), are catalogued at over £1 per card. A 20-card set of Taddy’s “Clowns
and Circus Artists” fetched the world record sum of £2000+ at Southeby’s
Auction (now valued far in excess of £10,000 – Editor).
Cigarette cards were produced on many different themes; the most
popular subjects with collectors being sport, transport, ‘Beauties’, and
historical events. Many collectors, however, specialise in collecting cards
from just one or two companies.
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CARD TIN TREASURES
LYN PALMER
Well done to John and the other contributors for “On the Cards”. I
thoroughly enjoyed reading it. ‘Happy hoarding’ indeed! Of course, this is a
state many of us collectors move into. It has brought me to question how I
store and display my treasures.
I can’t quite put my finger on why my childhood hobby still gives me so
much pleasure but I know that when I open a packet of loose tea, and
inhale the scent of dried leaves, I am like a time traveller going back 50
years (the same time transference phenomenon happens to me whenever I
sniff bubblegum!? – Sticky Nosed Editor). I can see myself sitting at the
formica kitchen table, with my sister, looking through our collections and
reading all sorts of information; laying the foundations of lasting interests
which we both still share. We would put our swaps face-up in a big circle
and spin a bone-handled knife in the middle to see who got what. A lot of
arguing happened at this point! (Not too heated I hope …. especially with a
knife on the table!? – Melodramatic Editor)
In those days, I stored any cigarette and trade
cards in biscuit tins. The cards were held
together with elastic bands. I knew no better.
Pocket money was saved for pilgrimages to
shops that sold sets and packet mixes hung on
display cards like pork scratching. It was very
exciting and I still get the same thrill now when I
find a good set I’ve been waiting for. Does this
mean I’ve not grown-up very much ? I do hope
so. I’m not sure, however, if I have improved my
NOVELTY TOBACCO TIN
storage system since the tins. I haven’t been
(VINCE RAY)
collecting continuously.
The storage tins came to light a few years ago in the loft and as I looked
through them once more, after decades had passed, I was off again. Having
joined a club that must be one of the best clubs going for fun, interest, and
good company, I’ve got the bug back with a vengeance (obviously a
contagious form of hoarding euphoria! – Quarantined Editor).
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CARD TIN TREASURES (CONTINUED)
Now I’m using pension money instead of pocket money to fund my
collection, I collect differently. My new whole sets find their way into
albums but the tins remain with so many part sets collected as individual
cards. I’ve started to complete the ones I like, as I find the ‘odds’, and the
filled albums continue to grow in number. A whole shelf in the book room
now supports them (you haven’t got to the spare garage stage yet then? –
Buried Alive Editor). It goes on and on.
I am interested to know how the rest of you manage your collections and
how you actually store and display your cards? Also, how do you record
what you have? For me, a lot of enjoyment comes from simply looking
through them and reading the information as well as the acquisition of the
cards. It is never ending. I suppose I am hoarding but I know I am very
happy doing it.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Can any member enlighten Lyn regarding their own
storage, cataloguing, and display methods? Hope you like the tins Lyn.

TIN TIN (AND SNOWY) ON A TIN
(THAILAND)
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AN ART DECO BISCUIT TIN
(INDIAN TEA COMPANY)

MIKE TUBB SCORES A HAT-TRICK IN THE
ANNUAL AWARD CEREMONIES FOR 2011

THE PHIL BLOW TROPHY PRESENTED
BY DEREK BLOW

THE BRIAN EIGHTEEN AWARD
PRESENTED BY CORAL

THE CHRISTMAS QUIZ COMPETITION: TONY PRESENTS THE AWARD WHILE
FRANCES LOOKS ON FROM BEHIND AND MUTTERS “NOT AGAIN!”
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CHRISTMAS GATHERING 2011

AN APPRECIATIVE PRIZE FOR
FRANCES

RICHARD REFUSES TO SHARE THE
LAST MINCE PIE WITH HARRY

A GIFT FOR TEAROOM QUEEN JENNY

BRYAN, THE NEWLY APPOINTED
SECRETARY, SHARES A JOKE WITH DEREK

SEASONAL GOODIES GALORE! A CHRISTMAS
GATHERING WHERE EVERYONE’S A WINNER!!
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GEOFF & JOHN COMPARE NOTES

ONE CARD COMPETITION & ATTENDANCE STATISTICS
ATTENDANCES
COMPETITION
WINNERS:CIGARETTE
TRADE
POSTCARD
EPHEMERA

SEP22nd
27

BC
MT
CP
JC

OCT13th
45

OCT27th
31

CP
JD
KH
KT

MT
JC
MT
MT

NOV10th
32

JJ
JC
ML

NOV24th
20

JC
GW
JC
JJ

ABBREVIATIONS: MT = MIKE TUBB DD = DEREK DAVIS CP = CORAL PRINT
RW = ROGER WICHELOW GW = GRAHAM WRIGHT
ML = MIKE LEE BC = BRYAN CLARK MH = MARGARET HUSSEY
JC = JOHN CAHILL JD = JOHN DEVANEY KH = KEN HUSSEY
KT = KEN TOWNSEND JJ = JENNY JERRUM

I WONDER WHERE SHE KEEPS HER EPHEMERA ?
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JAMES MAITLAND STEWART: THE WAR YEARS
CORAL PRINT
A number of film stars fought in WWII. Errol
Flynn in Burma and John Wayne served in the
Army, Navy, and Royal Marines, but James
Stewart fought from here in England. He enlisted
in the U.S. Army Air Corps as a Private and was
called-up for duty and reported to Moffett Field,
California, on March 21st 1941. When he enlisted,
he already had over 200 hours of civilian flying and
had a commercial pilot’s licence. He wanted to fly
as a pilot in the Air Corp and asked for combat
duty. However, he was assigned to the more
instructional jobs such as checking out bomber
pilots in emergency procedures. The various
generals liked the publicity of having Stewart
working for them and it was a good public relations gimmick.
The 445th Bomber Group based at Sioux City, Iowa,
needed an operations officer for one of its
squadrons and, after losing count of his many
transfer requests, James Stewart landed the job.
After only three weeks with the 703rd Squadron,
Stewart, who was showing his superiors his
leadership qualities and outstanding flying ability,
was promoted to Captain and given command of
the squadron. In November 1943, with Stewart in
command, the 703rd Squadron departed from
Sioux City on the long journey to England where it
became part of the growing U.S. 8th Air Force
based at Tibenham in Norfolk.
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JAMES STEWART (CONTINUED)
The first mission was on December 13th 1943 when
the group’s B-24 Liberators attacked U-boat
installations at Kiel, Germany. Other raids followed
and on January 7th 1944 he led the 48 Liberators to
Ludwigshafen.
James Stewart was to finish the war as a
Lieutenant Colonel with 20 combat missions under
his belt; with a DFC for his part in a raid to
Brunswick; with an Oak Leaf Cluster for a later
mission; the Croix de Guerre plus an assortment of other air medals. The
confidence with which Stewart filled the 445th showed in everything they
did. He became a kind of talisman to the group because every time he led
they never lost an aircraft or a man.

A RARE 1960s FILM LOBBY CARD FOR “DEAR BRIGITTE” STARRING STEWART,
BARDOT, AND BILLY (WILL ROBINSON) MUMY.
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THE LATE GRAHAM PARLOUR
Members of The Reading & District Cigarette
Card & Postcard Club were shocked to hear about
the sudden and unexpected death of Graham
Parlour recently. He had been a keen member of
the Club since 1980 and was always been willing,
when his health allowed, to support the Club and
the Annual Fair & Competition. At one time, he
was the Club’s Membership Secretary.
Graham’s interests centred on Reading postcards and associated
ephemera; Judge’s postcards; and London Tuck cards and ephemera. Prior
to collecting postcards, he collected cigarette and trade cards. Graham lived
in Woodley and Earley all his life; sharing some of his memories in a recent
local book on Earley. Unfortunately, Graham suffered with health problems
which had worsened over the last 15 years. He attended all the local and
major Postcard Fairs, in his better days, and will be remembered by the
many dealers from whom he built up his extensive Reading collection.
One of his thoughtful kindnesses, for many years, was to bring a bottle of
festive spirit, glasses, a tin of chocolates and mince pies to share among the
stallholders at the pre-Christmas December Collector’s Fair; held at the
Catholic Hall, in Earley. He still attended Club meetings right up to his death
at the age of 65. As well as his interests in postcards and local history,
Graham was a keen board game fanatic and travelled all over the country
to take part in tournaments. He remained a bachelor and cared for his
mother in her later years of infirmity.
His funeral was attended by many club members and took place at
Caversham Crematorium on November 10th. ROY SHEPPARD.
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TUBBIAN DELIGHTS

CAPTAIN SCOTT’S DOG
DAVID GERKIN

This a postcard featuring Osman who was
Captain Scott’s lead dog on his South Pole
Expedition (1910-13). It is a photo-study
by H.G. Ponting (Fine Art Society). David
writes: “Captain Scott did not voice his
preference but it was always suspected
that his favourite ‘king dog’ was Osman.
Osman was swept overboard during a
storm that the Terra Nova weathered on
the voyage from New Zealand.” (Another
Scott tribute is on the back page)
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IN MEMORIUM CARD: THE SINKING OF THE TITANIC

PUBLISHED IN 1912 BY THE EAST LONDON PRINTING COMPANY
IN MEMORY OF OVER 1,500 LIVES LOST.
URGENT REQUEST FROM THE EDITOR: Contributions, however small, are
now urgently required. Articles, reviews, personal reflections, and local
Collector Fair news are very welcome; as well as your own thoughts and
impressions on the club and the hobby. Have you made any exciting card
discoveries recently or have you a favourite theme you would like to share
with your fellow members? This magazine can facilitate such sharing and
can, ideally, help to bring us closer together as a club. Please bring your
contributions along to the meetings and pass them onto me, the editor, or
send them to me via email at: johndevaney222@btinternet.com
I can be contacted on 0118 9752553 or by telepathy. Thank you.
CLUB AUCTIONS: CONTACT RICHARD HOWARTH on 0118 9794459.
Unwanted collectables are always welcome (20p per Lot to club members).
Contact Richard or bring along to club meetings. This is an easy way to sell
your postcards; trade cards; cigarette cards; and assorted ephemera.

On The Cards is published by Reading & District
Cigarette Card& Postcard Club.

For further details please send a SAE to:Geoff Ashton, “Wahroonga”, Clarefield Drive,
Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 5DP.
Or visit our website : www.readingpostcards.com
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100th ANNIVERSARY OF CAPTAIN SCOTT’S TRAGIC EXPEDITION
(ROTARY POSTCARD TRIBUTE)

